Hopkins Township Planning Commission
Meeting Minutes
7/28/20

Hopkins Township Hall
Planning Commission Members: Mark Forbes (Chair); Tadd Heft; Ken
Rutgers; Jason Veenstra (Secretary); Chuck Wamhoff (Township Board
Rep); Steve Wamhoff; Fred Morley
Members Present: Mark Forbes; Ken Rutgers; Fred Morley; Jason
Veenstra; Steve Wamhoff; Chuck Wamhoff;
Lori Castello, Zoning Administrator PCI present.
Meeting Called to Order at: 7:44 PM
MOTION: A motion was made and supported to accept the agenda (see
attached). Motion Passed
MOTION: A motion was made and supported to accept the February 4,
2020 minutes. Motion Passed
Public Comment: None
Opened Public hearing: Mr. Leep wishes to combine the 3+ acres he plans
to purchase with his existing lot of approximately 5 acres in
area, to create one parcel with a total lot area of approximately 8.3 acres.
As this exceeds 4 acres, he is asking
the Planning Commission to grant him a special use permit to do so. This
would allow him to replace his
existing barn with a larger one without having to respect a property line
dividing (and therefore requiring
setback to be met) his two commonly owned parcels.
Public Comments: None
Discussion: Discussed how the request fits with 15.525 Sec. 12B.05 –
General standards for special use permit.
Findings of fact: 15.525 Sec. 12B.05 - GENERAL STANDARDS FOR
SPECIAL USE PERMIT
In addition to specific standards which may be applicable, the following set
of standards shall serve as the basis for decisions involving the issuance of
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special use permits, and other discretionary decisions required to be passed
under this Ordinance. The proposed use shall:
1. Be compatible with adjacent uses of land;
This use complies because land is used for Agricultural today and won’t
change.
2. Be consistent with and promote the intent and purposes of this
Ordinance;
This use complies because request does not change overall use.
3. Be compatible with the natural environment;
This use complies because request does not change overall use and
will improve land.
4. Be consistent with the capacities of public services and
facilities affected by the proposed use;
This use complies because no additional services will be used.
5. Protect the public health, safety and welfare.
This use complies because no changes.
MOTION: A motion was made and supported to approve the SUP request
based on the findings of fact.
Motion Passed
Opened Public hearing: John and Kathleen Cook, owners, to operate
perform repair and retail sales of farm vehicles, machinery and equipment
essential to agricultural production
within the Agricultural District.
Public Comments: Three letters submitted to planning commission were
read (see attached).
Discussion: Discussed how the request fits with 15.525 Sec. 12B.05 –
General standards for special use permit and concerns about equipment
being loaded and unloaded in roadway.
Findings of fact: 15.525 Sec. 12B.05 - GENERAL STANDARDS FOR
SPECIAL USE PERMIT
In addition to specific standards which may be applicable, the following set
of standards shall serve as the basis for decisions involving the issuance of
special use permits, and other discretionary decisions required to be passed
under this Ordinance. The proposed use shall:
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1. Be compatible with adjacent uses of land;
This use complies because use would be outdoor storage of farm
equipment that will be similar to existing parcels in the area.
2. Be consistent with and promote the intent and purposes of this
Ordinance;
This use complies because use would be agricultural in nature and will
be similar to existing parcels in the area.
3. Be compatible with the natural environment;
This use complies because outdoor storage of farm equipment for sale
would be hard to distinguish form their privately owned equipment
used for Agricultural purposes.
4. Be consistent with the capacities of public services and
facilities affected by the proposed use;
This use complies because only affected service would be unpaved
road (132nd) and would not affect 18th ST. Would not cause excessive
wear and tear over existing agricultural traffic.
5. Protect the public health, safety and welfare.
This use complies because additional traffic and equipment are not
significant to cause potential harm. Requirement to improve driveway
to allow loading and unloading equipment will prevent traffic harm.
(E) Conditions for approval.
(1) In considering any Type B home occupation for approval, the Planning
Commission shall consider and make findings upon the following
standards:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Whether the home occupation is incidental and secondary to the
use of the premises as a dwelling

This use complies because property looks like farm and house,
doesn’t look like a sales lot.
Whether the nature of the home occupation is substantially
in keeping with the residential or other permitted use of the
property such as farming:
This use complies because property looks like farm and house,
doesn’t look like a sales lot.
Whether the likely effects of the home occupation upon
adjacent and nearby lands would be within the scope of the
effects likely to result from other uses permitted and
occurring in the district and similar home occupations that
are specifically permitted in this section;
This use complies because use would be agricultural in nature and
will be similar to existing parcels in the area.
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(d)

Whether the home occupation will have appreciable adverse
effects upon adjacent and nearby lands and the uses thereof.
This use complies because use would be agricultural in nature and
will be similar to existing parcels in the area.

MOTION: A motion was made and supported to approve the SUP based on
the findings of fact with the condition to improve the driveway to allow
loading and unloading equipment off the roadway.
Motion Passed
MOTION: A motion was made and supported to close the public hearing.
Motion Passed
MOTION: A motion was made and supported to close the planning
commission meeting.
Motion Passed

Meeting Adjourned at: 9:30 PM
Respectfully submitted by Jason Veenstra, Secretary
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HOPKINS TOWNSHIP PLANNING COMMISSION
Pubic Hearing / Regular Meeting
07/28/2020
Hopkins Township / Village Hall
1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation and Adoption of Agenda
Review and Adoption of Minutes from 02-04-20
Public Comment
Opening of Public Hearing:
• Leep / Zandbergen SUP
• Public Comment
• PC Questions / Clarifications
• PC Decision
• Close Hearing
5. Opening of Public Hearing:
• Cook SUP
• Public Comment
• PC Questions / Clarifications
• PC Decision
• Close Hearing
6. Open Regular Meeting
a. Discussions with regard to AG District parcel sizes with regard to splits
7. Old Business
8. Commissioners Comments
9. Public Comments
10. Next Meeting August 24, 2020
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Planning commission meeting attendance sheet
Mark Evans
John Cook
Kathleen Cook
Curtis Leep
Brandon Hilaski
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Letter received by Hopkins Planning Commission regarding John &
Kathleen cook SUP.
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Letter received by Hopkins Planning Commission regarding John &
Kathleen cook SUP.
From: Lewis Koster <lewiskoster@ymail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 24, 2020 10:27 AM
Subject: planning commission special use permit for John and Kathleen Cook
Hello
I received the notice letter to property owners regarding the Township Planning Meeting with the special
request of my neighbor John and Kathleen Cook.
Due to being elderly and unable to participate in the electronic meeting, I ask that you put this letter in the
meeting minutes or have it considered in the Planning commission group.
My name is Lewis Koster, I have been a resident and taxpayer in Hopkins Township on this same
property for 79 years. My property is adjacent to said property of John and Kathleen Cook. I fnd that
everything is neat, well arranged and causes nobody concern. I seem to remember that Hopkins
Township, a few years ago, sent out a questionnaire concerning whether Hopkins should remain
agricultural or modernize, the result was overwhelmingly agricultural. It seems that all the equipment
dealers are now one big chain, a person can no longer shop various dealers and we need this type of
dealer in the area.
Thank you for considering my correspondence. If you have any questions please feel free to call me at
269-793-3092. My address is 3252 18th st, Hopkins Michigan.
Sincerely
Lewis and Marcia Koster.
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Letter received by Hopkins Planning Commission regarding John &
Kathleen cook SUP.
From: Township Supervisor <supervisor@hopkinstownship.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 15, 2020 12:19 PM
Subject: John and Kathleen Cook Planning Commission SUP
To Planning Commission Members,
Mr. Stanley Pawloski called me on Wednesday, July 15, 2020 at 8:30. He requested me to make the
follow statement to the PC on his behalf : He received the SUP notice as neighboring property owner.
He will not be able to attend the hearing. He doesn’t have any objections to the business that John and
Kathleen Cook is requesting the SUP for.
Thank You,
Mark Evans
Hopkins Township, Supervisor
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